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INTRODUCTION
In contrast to the Cheney-Palouse Chapter's 2004 field trip (Kiver and Stradling, 2004) that
"flowed" with the flood currents, the 2005 trip will be in the upstream direction from Cheney
to Spokane to the Pend Oreille Valley near Newport (Fig. 1). The nature of the flood currents
will be discussed and the amazing array of erosional and depositional features produced by
the floods will be visited. Much of the trip concentrates on the wide area of the Pend Oreille
River Valley near U sk that is informally referred to as the Calispell Basin.
We will be far enough north that we will see the effects of not only floods but also of the
huge glaciers that filled many of the valleys of northern Washington with over a mile
thickness of ice near the Canadian border. Of particular interest is what happens to glacial
deposits that have been swept over by a few hundred feet of water that locally flowed at
more than 60 mph!
Mileage will be given in parentheses from Stop # 1 in Cheney to each stop. Mileage
adjustments will sometimes be necessary to compensate for the odometer differences of
different vehicles and by those running part of the trip in a different sequence
Driving instructions are given in bold type to assist in following the suggested route.
Some of the stops are along public roadways and extreme caution should be used.
PLEASE BE EXTREMELY CAUTIOUS IN PARKING VEHICLES AND CROSSING
ROADS.
More stops are included than we will have time to visit. The itinerary will likely be
changed to meet time constraints. Individuals can repeat or visit stops later at their own
convenience. Where ages are given in the field guide they are radiocarbon ages or shown
as millions of years ago as Ma following the number (e.g., 15 million years ago is written
as 15 Ma). Actual calendar years exceed radiocarbon years by various amounts depending
on age of material being tested.
STOP #1 (0.0) PARKING WT P 12, EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY.
Those who wish to climb the water tower hill behind the parking lot will find a spectacular
view of the Cheney loess island to the north and the huge area to the south denuded of its
loess cover by the massive Missoula Floods. Steptoe Butte is visible on a clear day some
35 miles (56 km) to the southwest. Steptoe is named for Colonel Edward Steptoe whose
troops were defeated in an Indian battle during 1857. Geologically it is an island of older
rock surrounded by flows of the Columbia River Basalt (CRB). Such geologic features
found elsewhere in the world are also called steptoes after the type example. Steptoe Butte
and other steptoes in eastern Washington are in tum partially covered by wind-blown silt
(loess, regionally known as the Palouse Soil).
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FIGURE 1. ROUTE OF FIELDTRIP.
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Turn left onto Washington Street; proceed west on SR 904 and exit onto 1-90 towards
Spokane.

The route proceeds north on Washington and Betz Roads to SR 904 east of the Cheney
loess island, a remnant of the wind-deposited blanket of Palouse Soil. Floodwaters exiting
the Spokane Valley and flowing south and southwest on the West Spokane Plains (the
Airport surface) encountered a long Steptoe-like ridge that extends from Mica Peak in the
Spokane Valley to Fancher Butte and Booth Hill west of Medical Lake (Fig. 2). Water
ponded and slowed behind this ridge and then accelerated where it flowed through the
lower elevation gaps between the ridge tops. The ridges and the high hills visible from the
Four Lakes-Cheney Road are actually the tops of part of the Northern Rocky Mountains
partially buried by the Miocene-age CRB (Fig. 2). The CRB is about 15 Ma.
Missoula flood water funneled through a series of narrow gaps in the Steptoe ridge,
including the one ahead between Wrights Hill and Needham Hill at Four Lakes, rejoined to
the south to form the flood-channel complex known as the Cheney-Palouse Scabland tract.
Water in the Cheney area, where the flood flow began to widen and shallow, was over 220
feet (70 m) deep during the largest floods. The maximum elevation of floodwater during
the largest floods against the series of Steptoes on the West Spokane Plains was about 2620
feet (800 m).
The area behind Wrights Hill was semi-protected from the flood currents allowing some of
the thick loess cover to survive the onslaught of one of the most powerful well-documented
flows of water to ever scour the Earth's surface. The power of a Missoula Flood wave
compared to the 20-foot-high (6-meter-high) tsunamis waves recorded during the
December 26, 2004 Indonesian earthquake is like comparing the explosion of an atomic
bomb to that of a firecracker!
Note the Needham Hill Steptoe east of Four Lakes and Wrights Hill to the west. A series
of flood-scoured depressions occur along the Four Lakes-Cheney flood channel and other
spillway channels in the region. One topographic depression near Four Lakes holds ·
Meadow Lake, one of the four nearby lakes from which the town takes its name. Wrights
Hill (2855 ft. (870 m) was above the floods that reached about 2600 ft. (800 m) here,
almost 300 ft (90 m) deep. Wrights Hill is the site of the "Battle of Four Lakes" where
Colonel George Wright defeated a combined force of local Native Americans on
September 1, 1858.
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FIGURE 2. DEM IMAGE OF THE CHENEY/WEST PLAINS FLOOD
SPILLWAYS.
Take the 1-90 entrance towards Spokane (6.0 miles).

The route follows through the huge spreading area where flood water leaving the Spokane
Valley roared onto the West Plains and then slowed as it ponded behind the Mica PeakMedical Lake steptoe ridge complex on its mad dash to the Snake and Columbia Rivers.
Flow velocity varied from a few tens of miles per hour to as much as 70 mph ( 112 kmh),
taking less time to reach the Snake River than that of a modem automobile taking the same
route. A layer of flood gravel covers the basalt surface but locally outcrops of basalt and
some of the older granitic basement rock below is exposed. As water spilled out of the
Spokane Valley its velocity and erosive power were high and the basalt was significantly
eroded into a rugged butte and basin topography. Farther away from the Spokane Valley
edge the turbulent flow of debris-laden water deposited some of its bed and suspended load
in a series of arcuate ridges of giant current dunes (giant ripple marks or megaripples ). The
most extensive ripple field along the Missoula Floods pathway covers the seemingly flat,
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uninteresting surface of many West Plains areas. An estimated 10,000 acres (4050 ha) of
giant current dunes occurs from northwest of Airway Heights to Espanola on the west to
the I-90 corridor and Medical Lake on the east. A thin, discontinuous loess layer caps the
dune surface. The ripple field has not yet been studied in detail. Some of these ripples are
draped over by eolian (wind-blown) sands and loess.
From the Medical Lake exit (Exit 272) to the Waste-to-Energy Plant a series of ridges and
swales are visible on both sides of the road. Those on the west are more apparent along
Geiger Boulevard. The roadcuts there slice through the giant ripples furnishing a good
exposure of the ripple topography and the pebble to cobble gravels in their cores.
Wavelengths range from 200 to 600 feet (60 to 180 m) and amplitudes range from 5 to 30
feet (1.5 to 9 m). Likely current velocities dropped to perhaps 55 mph (90 kmh) when
gravels began to skip (saltate) and deposit at the base of the water column forming the
giant ripple marks.
From the Waste-to-Energy Plant and the Geiger Exit (Milepost 276) the road enters an area
of intense flood erosion that produced a well-developed butte and basin scabland
topography. Water rushed southward here out of the Spokane Valley intensely scouring
the basalt bedrock at velocities over 55 mph (90 kmh). Had the flow been even more
intense then an erosional feature like longitudinal grooves would have been scoured into
the bedrock surface. Such features are rare but do form in areas like the lower Grand
Coulee between Banks Lake and Dry Falls but are not present here.
During highway construction an interesting roadcut on the west side of the road near
Milepost 277 sliced through a scabland pond exposing its post-flood sedimentary deposit ,
including a thick layer of Mazama ash from the Crater Lake eruption 6800 radiocarbon
years ago. The most recent Missoula Flood sediments on the West Spokane Plains and
elsewhere underlie both the Mazama and Glacier Peak ash (11,200 radiocarbon years old)
but are interbedded with the Mount St. Helens ash (13,000 radiocarbon years old)
(Stradling and K.iver, 1986). Thus the last floods from Lake Missoula likely occurred
about 12,800 years ago.
Descending the southwest wall of the Spokane Valley occasional large boulders derived
from large post-flood landslides are strewn along the valley wall. Here the Latah
Formation underlying and interbedded with the CRB contains slippery Miocene-age lake
and fluvial clays and silts, a condition very prevalent in the Spokane Valley. Five-Mile
Prairie, Pleasant Prairie, Green Bluff, the Palisades, and other areas display a similar
geologic setting also with massive post-flood landslides. Steepening of the valley and
prairie edges during the Missoula Floods no doubt contributed to the great slope instability
witnessed by the abundant mass movement debris in the region
I-90 continues along the valley floor past the downtown area. A ridge of basalt, partially
buried by Missoula flood gravels, extends from the south wall of the valley and forms the
lip of Spokane Falls. Upstream of the Falls the valley still contains hundreds of feet of
gravel and sand, mostly deposited from the Missoula Floods. When J Harlen Bretz ( 1923)
first recognized that massive floods of water inundated the eastern Washington area, he had
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no idea from where this water was derived. He recognized that the flood waters had passed
through the Spokane Valley and thus called the event the Spokane Flood. Later work by
J.T. Pardee (1942) determined that the source of water came from glacial Lake Missoula in
northwestern Montana. Thus the name Missoula Floods is more appropriate. Some have
also suggested that these be called the Bretz Floods (Allen and others, 1986) in recognition
of his remarkable contributions ..
A rearranging of the path of the Spokane River after the last floods left the river flowing
across unconsolidated flood sediment. Downcutting lowered the river onto the hard, buried
basalt ridge below, producing a superimposed stream. Sediments and original flood
landforms above Spokane Falls are relicts of the last floods, still relatively intact because of
their protection from extensive erosion by the basalt ridge. This condition allows
geologists to construct a more thorough history of flood events and also preserves the thick
body of gravel that makes up the Spokane-Rathdrum Aquifer (Macinnis and others, 2000).
Had the river not intercepted the ridge, rapid erosion would have produced a deeper canyon
topography similar to that immediately downstream from Spokane Falls. Subsequent
removal and significant modification of valley sediments, landforms, and the Spokane
Aquifer would have resulted.
The steep slopes along the south wall of the valley ("South Hill" area) near the hospitals
and elsewhere are strewn with huge basalt boulders em placed by mass movement of basalt
layers sliding over the Latah Formation. Some of the slide boulders are over 30 feet (9 m)
across! Invasive flows here (lava plunging into soft, wet sediment) also reduce the
structural coherence of the rock and may contribute to mass movement events.
I

(18.8) Exit 1-90 on Thor-Freya 283B and turn left at Freya which veers onto Freya
Way and then Greene Street and past Spokane Comm unity College. Greene Street
then merges onto Market Street south of Hillyard.
There is a good view of Beacon Hill ahead, a major obstacle to the flow of Missoula
floodwater that helped generate a huge pendant bar that underlies the Hillyard area to the
north.

(21.5) Turn right on Euclid and left on Freya. The road ascends abruptly from a
Pleistocene-age Spokane River terrace onto a high pendant bar terrace covered with
flood and eolian (wind) deposits.
(22.2) Pull off on wide area on right shoulder by the intersection with Gordon Street
by the Esmeralda Golf Course.
STOP #2. ESMERALDA GOLF COURSE GIANT CURRENT DUNES (RIPPLES
OR MEGARIPPLES) (Spokane NE quad.) (FIG. 3)
The giant ripple marks here are 12 to 25-feet (4 to 8-meters) tall (Figs. 3; 4; 5) and contain
sand and pebble-size gravel (Fig. 6) with some cobbles. Wavelengths between the three
prominent ridges exposed in road cuts along Freya Road and those on the nearby golf
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course are close to 500 feet (150 m). Missoula floodwater roaring down the RathdrumSpokane Valley joined the broad valley that carried another immense flow of floodwater
from the Deer Park Basin to the north. The width of this northern flood route from Beacon
Hill (just east of Esmeralda Golf Course) to Five-Mile Prairie to the west is 4.1 miles (6.5
km) (Fig. 7). The width of the flood channel between Beacon Hill to the south side of the
Spokane Valley near Glenrose is about 3.0 miles (4.8 km). Thus this huge expanse of low
topography permitted the concentrated flood flows to spread widely at the junction of these
two large valleys. Flow velocity greatly reduced and the slurry of churning, foaming,
sediment-choked flood water decreased to less than 65 mph ( 105 kmh) allowing much of
the entrained sediment to be deposited as flood debris, including the massive pendant bar
that extends westward for over 3 miles (4.8 km) from Beacon Hill (Fig. 7).

FIGURE 3. AIRVIEW OF PART OF THE ESMERALDA GIANT CURRENT
DUNE FIELD. PHOTO TAKEN IN THE 1970S.
Giant ripples form only under high-energy subaerial flow conditions and do not form in a
deep lake environment. With the lowering of the outlet by opening of the Grand Coulee
downstream, the deep lake (Glacial Lake Columbia) that had existed in earlier late
Wisconsin (Fraser) time shallowed or retreated during the late phase of glaciation exposing
the land surface to subaerial conditions. Thus these giant current dunes are late glacial (late
Wisconsin or late Fraser) in age. The giant ripple marks continue westward across Freya
Street where they have mostly been obliterated by sand and gravel quarry operations and
construction of a number of large buildings.
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For the highest floods minimal depth of water here was at least 600 ft. (183 m).
Floodwater scoured the top of Baldy Mountain (2600 ft; 793 m) and was erosionally less
effective at its upper levels when it coursed over Little Baldy (2663 ft; 812 m) located
about .85 miles (1.4 km) to the north.

FIGURE 4. VIEW OF GIANT RIPPLE FIELD ON THE ESMERALDA GOLF
COURSE IN SPOKANE.
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FIGURE 5. EXPOSURE OF GIANT RIPPLE MARK IN A ROADCUT ALONG
FREYA ROAD PROVIDES A CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW.

-

FIGURE 6. QUARTZITE-RICH PEBBLE GRAVEL EXPOSED IN ROADCUT IN
ONE OF THE ESMERALDA GIANT RIPPLES.
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FIGURE 7. DEM IMAGE OF THE SPOKANE AREA. A-HILLYARD PENDANT
BAR; B - BEACON HILL; C - DISHMAN HILLS; D - FIVE MILE PRAIRIE; E LITTLE BALDY. MODIFIED FROM IMAGE BY TOM FROST, USGS.
,
Continue north on Freya.
(22.9) Turn left (west) on Wellesley.
Note the petroleum tank farm to the left. This area has been an industrial area since the
arrival of the Northern Pacific Railroad in the late 1800s.
(23.2) Turn right (north) on Market towards downtown Hillyard (Spokane NE quad.).
Market Street goes north through downtown Hillyard where the Great Northern (later the
Burlington Northern) shops were once located. Just south of downtown Hillyard is one of
a number of superfund sites in the Spokane area. The Hillyard lead site is considered by
the Department of Ecology to be the most toxic in the County. Average lead content of the
soil is 2001 ppm with local areas exceeding 35,000 ppm! About 1000 ppm is considered to
be adequate cleanup for industrially zoned land.
Flood-scoured Little Baldy (2661 ft; 812 m) peak is visible to the east. Farther north
Bigelow Gulch Road leads eastward to Orchard Prairie (2400 ft.; 732 m), where the CRB
overlies rocks that were metamorphosed about 100 million years ago during the Mesozoic
Era. The metamorphic rocks here are part of the Newman Lake Gneiss. Clay-rich glacial
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lake sediments at 2200 ft. (670 m) along Bigelow Gulch mark the bottom of Glacial Lake
Columbia. The maximum elevation of the lake surface was probably close to 2400 ft. (730
m). Market Street veers around the northwestern edge of Orchard Prairie and outcrops of
the Newman Lake gneiss.
The area between Little Baldy and Five Mile Prairie to the west is a dry valley, filled in
with flood debris that diverted the Little Spokane River to the north where it now flows
around the north edge of Five Mile Prairie. The giant flood bar also confined the Spokane
River to the south near its present course. The Trinity Trough southwest of here is buried
by thick gravels and was likely the former channel of both the Spokane and the Little
Spokane Rivers prior to the later Missoula Floods.
Market Street follows the Hillyard Trough; a deep 500-foot-deep (150-meter-deep) basin
where the Spokane Aquifer continues north and eventually shallows north of Colbert
(Macinnis and others, 2000). The surface north of Hillyard is underlain by post-flood sand
dunes ( now stabilized) overlying sublacustrine flood sands and coarser rhythmites
(alternating glacial lake and flood sediments) (Mead 7.5' quad.). The sublacustrirte flood
sand is derived from the underlying flood gravel and rhythmites deposited into Glacial
Lake Columbia. A number of sandpits are located along Market Street (Mead 7.5'
quadrangle).
Another superfund site is associated with an old Phillips Petroleum refinery site located
along Freya road to the east. This is the northern terminus of the Pasco Pipeline that
transports over three million barrels of petroleum products a year to the Spokane area.

(25.8) Exposures of Latah Formation mudstones and some climbing dunes occur east of the
road. The basalt hill behind the sand pit has flood erratics and also has patterned ground
development at its summit, a relict of the colder Pleistocene climate of the Ice Age.
Mazama ash is exposed in some of the sand pits on the right (east). We are paralleling the
route of the proposed north-south freeway.
Orchard Prairie to the east has a large area of slide blocks on its north flank. Peone Prairie
is the basin to the north of Orchard Prairie.

Turn left on Farwell and right on US 2. Continue north into the "Deer Park Basin".
US 2 crosses over Deadman Creek, a small stream that heads on the south flank of Mt.
Spokane and flows westward through Peone Prairie into the Little Spokane River. The
lacustrine flood sands here are underlain by varved clays and silts that were all deposited
into the upper reaches of Glacial Lake Columbia, a large lake impounded by the Okanogan
lobe of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet in the Grand Coulee area Mt Spokane and the range to
the east are part of the southern extent of the Selkirk Mountains, one of the many ranges of
the Northern Rocky Mountains.
The road continues on a high (1850-1900 ft; 560-580 m) flood gravel surface. Large areas
oflandslide also flank Green Bluff to the east, another Mesa-like surface underlain by
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loess, CRB, and Latah Formation. The timing of the numerous landslides from the many
mesa-like landforms in the Spokane area is unknown, but likely occurred both dwing and
soon after a Missoula Flood. Some mass movements pre-date the last floods and are buried
by flood sediment. Oversteepening of the Mesa-like edges and the weak Latah shale unit
beneath the CRB would be significant contributing factors to slope instability. Saturation
of the Latah by other means could also cause slope failures.
Seismic work near Colbert indicates that the aquifer sediments here are 500-feet (-m) thick
A buried bedrock channel occurs to the north (Bob Derkey, personal communication,
1997). Another superfund site occurs where the former Colbert Landfill existed. Water is
aerated in the tower building before being returned to the aquifer to remove volatile organic
chemicals that were placed in the landfill during the 1950s and 1960s. Local water wells
are contaminated and the Whitworth Water District now supplies domestic water. The
highway descends into the confluence of Deer Creek and the Little Spokane River by the
unincorporated settlement of Chattaroy. Coarse flood gravels overlying lacustrine quiet
water deposits and flood sands occur in the roadcuts.

,(36.6) The highway crosses the confluence of Deer Creek and the Little Spokane River
near Chattaroy and ascends a two-mile-long pendant bar formed behind a large
granite butte located at the next stop at Bear Lake. (Chattaroy quad.)
(19.5) PULL INTO ENTRANCE OF BEAR LAKE COUNTY PARK AND PARK BY
RESTROOMS at the West Shore picnic area.
STOP #3. BEAR LAKE, FWOD-SCOURED LAKE BASIN. (Chattaroy quad.)
Bear Lake is a spring-fed lake with no surface drainage. The lake sits in a 54-foot-deep
(16-m-deep) depression that was scoured by south-flowing flood waters that emanated
from the Eloika Lake channel to the north (Fig. 8)! The anomalous southerly oriented
pendant bars in the Little Spokane River drainage began to make sense when Kiver and
Stradling mapped the surficial deposits here in the late 1970s. This lake fills a floodscoured basin created when south-flowing floodwater topped a granitic ridge and cut a
narrow channel in the resistant rock Initially this was likely a plunge-pool lake but
subsequent floods have removed the cataract rim and modified the plunge-pool basin. The
Bear Lake channel is located near where floodwaters from the Eloika Lake spillway joined
with water roaring southward down the Scotia Channel (Fig. 8).
Two long pendant bars extend from the two granite remnants flanking Bear Lake and
merge into one bar that terminates about 3.1 miles (5 km) to the south. A series of elongate
depressions continuing from Bear Lake are part of the original, unmodified bar
morphology. A small, distinct pendant bar about 2000 feet ( 610 meters) long and 80 feet
(26 meters) high near the south entrance to the park is composed of angular granitic rock
and is built on top of the larger flood bar. The deposition of flood debris apparently
occurred as a series of bars continuously building and migrating down valley so that two or
more bars are superimposed much as they would be in a normal stream channel carrying
large volumes of sediment.
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A
Orchard Bluff
B
Landslide Area
C
Pendant Bar
D
Flood-scour Depression
FIGURE 8. DEM IMAGE OF THE BEAR LAKE AREA
When the valley from Lake Pend Oreille to the present site of Newport was free of ice
during late Wisconsin time, north-directed flows up the Hoodoo channel in northern Idaho
plunged into Glacial Lake Clark in the south end of the Pend Oreille River valley creating a
temporary hydraulically-ponded lake that extended into the Diamond Lake area 16 miles
(26 km) northeast of Bear Lake. The level of this temporary "Lake Newport" was at least
as high as the western spillway (2960 ft; 900 m) at Bare Mountain. Like a giant sieve,
water drained through topographically low areas from Lake Newport. A series of spillways
are located at Lake-of-the-Woods (2480 ft; 755 m), Scotia Canyon (2055 ft; 627 m), Lone
Mountain (2460 ft; 750 m), Camden Gap (2608 ft; 795 m),.eastem Bare Mountain pass
(2720 ft; 825 m), Rogers Pass (2500 ft; 760 m), Davis Lake (2178 ft; 664 m), Fertile Valley
(2490 ft; 755 m), and the Sacheen-Eloika Lake Channel (2234 ft; 680 m). One of the main
spillways, the Scotia Channel, heads near Newport in a swampy area near the Pend Oreille
River. Here a broad valley mouth at Newport that formerly drained into the Pend Oreille
River is choked with flood sediments. Stream drainage in the tributary valley was diverted
to the Scotia Channel flood channel where the Little Spokane River still flows today. The
trip will drive through Newport and past these areas later in the day.
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(39.1) RETURN TO US 2 AND CONTINUE NORTH.

The road follows Bear Creek past CRB landslide blocks on the east side of the road The
CRB overlies the Latah Fonnation here, a common landslide-prone theme in the region.
The marshy area reflects poor drainage where flood deposits have modified and blocked
the topography.
(40.8) The road leaves the marsh area along Bear Creek and climbs onto another flood bar
surface locally studded with large boulders, some larger than 6 feet (2m) in diameter,
particularly along its west margin. The road is along the divide between the Little Spokane
River about 0.5 miles (0.8 km) to the east and Bear Creek to the west. Two flood bars, one
from each major spillway, merge here.
(42.7) Pass Riverside High School by the Deer Park-Milan road.

Surface rocks increase in diameter from here north up to Eloika Lake and are believed to be
derived from a pre late Wisconsin moraine that enclosed Eloika Lake that was reworked by
late Wisconsin flood waters from the north.
(43.9) TURN LEFT ONTO THE WEST BRANCH ROAD AND PARK ON THE
RIGHT AT THE INTERSECTION WITH FINDLEY ROAD FOR STOP #4.
(44.7} STOP #4. FWOD SWEPT ELOIKA LAKE MORAINE AND TILL.
(Chattaroy quad.)

Walk up the low ridge to the east of the intersection to examine the large boulders on the
subdued moraine ridge. A concentration of large boulders with diameters up to 15 feet (4. 6
m) occurs in an arcuate pattern as much as 1.5 miles (2.4 km) south ofEloika Lake. A
nearby excavation along Regal Road (east of Bear Creek near Bailey Lake) exposed a
sandy deposit overlying an open framework till underlying the boulder concentration The
reddish-brown color of the till there reflects a long period of weathering and oxidation and
is therefore considered to be of pre-late Wisconsin age. Young tills typically are not deeply
oxidized and have a gray color. Deeper exposures of the sediment beneath the West
Branch gravels in the nearby roadcut are a clay-rich sediment believed to be the Latah
Formation or Pleistocene lake sediment. Water perching in the area forced nearby
landowners to install an expensive pressure mound type of septic system (about $15,000).
No uneroded till was discovered at this site.
The huge boulders here are believed to be a lag deposit of a former terminal moraine of a
pre-late Wisconsin glacier that had descended the Eloika Lake-Davis Lake valley.
Subsequent catastrophic floods flowing over the moraine winnowed out the finer materials
leaving a lag deposit of larger boulders derived mostly from the moraine.
Pre Wisconsin-age floodwater descending from the Pend Oreille River valley to the north
lost momentum when it entered the very wide Deer Park Basin from the Eloika Lake-
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Sacheen Lake channel and deposited a large sandy debris fan or expansion bar. Some of
the gravel pits in the debris fan disclose tall foreset beds dipping away from the mouth of
the Eloika-Sacheen Lake channel. Studding the surface of the debris fan is a large area of
giant current dunes (Fig. 9) that emanate from the mouth and west of the Eloika Lake
glacial valley. Wavelengths of the ripples vary from 200 to 350 feet (60 to 110 m) and
correspond to a decrease in current velocity to 30 to 50 mph (48 to 80 kmh).

FIGURE 9. PART OF THE ELOIKA LAKE GIANT RIPPLE FIELD. VERTICAL
AIRPHOTO BY WASHINGTON DIVISION OF GEOLOGY AND EARIB
RESOURCES.
Because the broad but topographically rugged valley containing Eloika Lake (1905 feet;
580 m) is a glacially carved valley cut some 300 to 400 feet (90 to 120 m) below the older
flood fan surface (Fig. 8), this glacial event post-dates the large floods that produced the
debris fan. Late floods were smaller than some of the earlier floods and were not able to
significantly modify the older flood sediment surface of the debris fan and were more
confined to the valley of the Sacheen-Eloika Lake channel. A similar history is recorded in
the Colville Valley to the west where the late Wisconsin Springdale moraine post dates the
large floods that spilled from the Deer Park Basin through Sheep Creek (Carrarra and
others, 1995). No appreciable flood sediment accumulation was deposited in the floodswept channel between Eloika Lake and Sacheen Lake because of the high velocity of
flood water descending this steep channel.
The maximum height of the floods in the Eloika-Sacheen Lake channel was 2600 ft (790
m) in the south end and 2800 to 3000 ft (850 to 915 m) in the north. Surface elevation of
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Eloika Lake is 1905 feet (580 m) and Sacheen Lake is 2234 feet (680 m). Thus maximum
flood depth through the channel was at least 700 feet (210 m). The elevation drop in the 9
miles (14 km) between Eloika and Sacheen Lake is 329 feet (213 m) or a substantial
37' /mile (11 m/km). Flooding down the Eloika-Davis lakes glacial valley was only possible
after ice had receded north into the main Pend Oreille River valley to or north of the
present town sites ofUsk and Cusick.
Catastrophic floods have unquestionably impacted the Davis-Eloika lakes valley. Every
major lake upstream from Eloika Lake is a plunge pool lake with a deep, steep basin on the
north end except for Sacheen Lake that has a 70-foot-deep (21 m-deep) basin on its
southwest end. The Fan Lake plungepool is 74-feet (23 m-m) deep, Horseshoe Lake has a
double plunge pool 140 feet (43 m) and 50 feet (15 m) deep, Trout Lake plungepool is 170
feet (52 m), and the Davis Lake pool is 146 feet (45 m). In addition, the Devils Well giant
pothole by Horseshoe Lake could only be formed by the extremely violent passage of deep
floodwaters aided by its abrading gravel load moving at high speeds through the narrow
valley.

CONTINUE ON WEST BRANCH ROAD TO US 2.
(48.3) TURN NORTH ON US 2 TOWARDS ROGERS PASS. (ELK 7.5' QUAD.)
The road follows across flood and reworked glacial sediment into another flood channel
separated from the Eloika Lake channel on the west by a prominent mass of Cretaceousage granitic rock about 95 Ma. The high-unnamed peak on the northern section of the
divide (2862'; 870 m) is flood-scoured. The road turns east away from the Fertile Valley '
flood channel towards the narrow flood channel that leads to Shadow Valley and Rogers
Pass. Spillover from the Diamond Lake basin near Newport occurred through Rogers Pass
as well as a number of high passes in the ridge to the east. The highest spillway in this
ridge is at 2960' (900 m) indicating that flood depth was at least that high. Thus hydraulic
damming occurred to the north sending floodwater simultaneously through at least eight
spillways. The temporary flood-caused lake that occupied the Diamond Lake basin and
Pend Oreille River Valley is informally named here as Glacial Lake Newport.
The 50 Ma Silver Point Quartz Monzonite is exposed in the cliffs on either side of Rogers
Pass. The road crosses a drainage divide at Rogers Pass between the Otter Creek and
Diamond Lake-Moon Creek drainage. The broad valley to the northeast contains Diamond
Lake and leads directly to Newport. Glacial Lake Clark (Walker, 1967) occupied this basin
and the southern end of the Pend Oreille Valley when ice blocked the north end of the Pend
Oreille River Valley.

(54.1) TURN NORTH (LEFT) ONTO THE DAVIS LAKE CUTOFF (SR 211)
ALONG THE MOON CREEK VALLEY.
SR 211 follows Moon Creek northwest towards Sacheen Lake. Moon Creek is the outlet of
Diamond Lake. At the frrst bend in the road 0.7 miles from the intersection is a pre
Wisconsin or pre-late-Wisconsin till site.
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(54.9; MILEPOST 1} ROLLING STOP #4A. OLD TILL SITE ON DAVIS LAKE

CUTOFF (SR 211) (ELK QUAD.)
Slow down on the gentle right-hand curve where in the mid 1990s a road improvement
crew had exposed a thin smear of lodgement till. The till was compact, contained striated
rocks, and had some rotted granitic stones in a clay and silt matrix (Carrara and others,
1995). Large, abundant granitic boulders occur in the Moon Creek valley all the way to
Sacheen Lake. The Moon Creek till is pre Wisconsin or at least pre-late-Wisconsin in age
and likely correlates with the Eloika Lake moraine. Ice flowing through the Davis Lake
channel to the north split into two lobes at Sacheen Lake, the larger glacier continuing
down the West Branch of the Little Spokane River to Eloika Lake (Stop #4) and another
extending towards Rogers Pass along Moon Creek. Continue on SR 211 towards Sacheen
Lake. SR 211 enters the Sacheen Lake 7.5' quadrangle.

SR 211 continues northwest towards Sacheen Lake.
The rock outcrops along here are part of the Silver Point Quartz Monzonite. This granitic
rock has very large (4 mm) feldspar crystals surrounded by smaller crystals forming a
porphyritic igneous rock that was emplaced as an intrusive magma body some 50 Ma into
rocks as old as Precambrian (Miller, 1974).
Large glacial boulders and perhaps some deeply weathered core stones reworked by flood
currents appear along Sacheen Lake on the east side of the road. Moon Creek and local
springs discharge into Sacheen Lake. These water sources are all part of the West Branch,
drainage (Fig. 10). The origin of a deep 74-foot (22-meter) deep hole on the south end of
Sacheen Lake is unknown.
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FIGURE 10. DEM OF THE SACHEEN-DAVIS LAKES AREA.
Just north of Sacheen Lake the road climbs onto the broad surface of the late
Wisconsin (Fraser age) Sacheen lake terminal moraine.
(60.2) Pull off on the gravel shoulder on the right near the high pile of glacial boulders
(Fig. 11).
STOP #5. SACHEEN LAKE LATE WISCONSIN TERMINAL MORAINE (Sacheen
Lake quad.)
The anomalous drainage divide in the middle of a large, wide valley just north of Sacheen
Lake is formed by the remnants of the late Wisconsin Sacheen Lake moraine. The drainage
situation is analogous to that in the Colville Valley to the west where the late Wisconsin
terminal moraine near Springdale creates a drainage divide between the north-flowing
Colville and south-flowing Chamokane drainages.
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FIGURE 11. SACHEEN LAKE MORAINE BOULDERS ALONG SR 211. UPPERPERCHED BOULDERS ARE HUMAN ADDITIONS.
The topography is subdued due to the impact of flood override. However, large boulders ~
and rocks from upstream areas in the Pend Oreille River valley are abundant in the moraine
(Fig. 11 ). The presence of glaciated bedrock features and deposits of till with topographic
expression increase upstream in the Deer Valley towards Davis Lake. The moraine and the
flood bar against its north side act as drainage divide between the West Branch Little
Spokane River to the south and Davis Creek and the Pend Oreille River to the north.

Continue north on SR 211.
SR 211 follows the crest of the flood bar that separates Deer Creek on the west from the
East Branch on the east side of the mid-channel bar.

(60.3) Tum left onto Rocky Gorge Road and turn right in 0. 7 miles into the county
gravel pit.
Note the Deer Valley historic one-room schoolhouse on the left that was in operation from
1892 to 1940 (Fig. 12). Also note the abundance of large erratic boulders along Rocky
Gorge Road.
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FIGURE 12. DEER VALLEY SCHOOL WAS IN OPERATION FROM 1892-1940.
(61.1) Turn right on one lane road into the county gravel pit.
STOP #6. ROCKY GORGE GRAVEL PIT (Sacheen Lake quad.). The Pend Oreille
County gravel pit here is in a flat terrace west of the two-mile-long (3.2-kilometer-long)
flood bar that extends from the Sacheen Lake moraine to about one mile (1.6 km) south of
Davis Lake. Floodwater roared southward through a narrow bedrock gap by Davis Lake
and into the Deer Creek Valley (Fig. 10). The valley widens south of Davis Lake and the
spreading water flow slowed and deposited part of its load to form the mid-channel Deer
Valley bar. Glaciated bedrock hills in and south ofDavis Lake created great water
turbulence that prevented significant deposition until the smoother valley bottom was
encountered 1. 4 miles (kilometers) south of Davis Lake. The flood bar and the Sacheen
Lake moraine have greatly disrupted the drainages in the Deer Creek area. Deer Creek
flows southeast towards Sacheen Lake and then swings abruptly north where it is deflected
by glacial deposits and the mid-channel flood bar. The east branch of Deer Creek also has
an unusual barbed drainage, reversing its flow to the north where it too is deflected by the
moraine and the mid-channel flood bar.
Meltwater from the Pend Oreille glacier and perhaps Missoula flood water flowed through
the valley on the west side of Grayback Mountain and cut two narrow canyons through the
south end of Grayback Mountain, one of which will be visited briefly at Stop 7. Water
crossed the divide and partly excavated the Deer Creek channel and the edge of the floodswept terrace here at Stop 6. Huge boulders up to 18 feet (4. 6 m) in long dimension (Fig.
13) are exposed in the pit are glacially derived but overridden by the Missoula Floods. The
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large size of many of the boulders suggests that this was glacial till that had clasts too large
to be moved by the flood currents but which removed silts and clays and reorganized the
gravels. They are also likely part of the Sacheen Lake terminal moraine since large
boulders frequently concentrate at and near the terminus of a glacier. As far back as the
early 1900s Garrey (1902) proposed that the debris north of Sacheen Lake was part of a
terminal moraine.

FIGURE 13. MORAINE BOULDER IN COUNTY GRAVEL PIT ALONG ROCKY
GORGE ROAD. THIS 18Xl5X10 FOOT BOULDER WEIGHS AN ESTIMATED 76
TONS.
Continue westward along Deer Creek Valley towards Stop #7 at Rocky Gorge
Grayback Mountain ahead is a prominent bedrock ridge composed of hard metamorphosed
rock that extends southwest from Davis Lake to the north and is breached by two narrow
canyons at Rocky Gorge. Rocky Gorge is also a drainage divide that separates Deer Creek
from the South Fork Calispell Creek. Little Blue Grouse Mountain ( 4230 ft; 1290 m) to the
left (southwest) is above both glaciation and Missoula floods. A meltwater channel from
Rocky Gorge is visible to the left. Note the Pleistocene-age outwash terrace on the far side
of the flat valley.

( 64.0) Park along the lower end of the canyon along the wide area on the left side of
the road.
STOP #7. ROCKY GORGE. (Sacheen Lake quad.)
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This spectacular canyon was cut by glacial meltwater and late Missoula floods (Fig. 14).
The rock here is a very hard metamorphic rock that extends along the northwest edge of
Grayback Mountain. Water topped the hard bedrock ridge here ( a continuation of
Grayback Mountain) and cut two V-shaped canyons. The road follows the deeper (400feet-deep; 120-meter-deep) canyon on the east. A shallower, 350-foot-deep (107-meterdeep) canyon occurs on the west side of the metamorphic bedrock knob. At an elevation of
2440 feet (740 m), Rocky Gorge also acts as a drainage divide between Deer Creek that
flows into Davis Lake and the South Fork of Calispell Creek that flows northward into
Calispell Lake in the Pend Oreille valley. The north end of South Fork Calispell Creek
where it enters the Calispell Lake basin (not visible from here) is V-shaped due to postglacial stream erosion.
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FIGURE 14. VIEW INTO ROCKY GORGE CANYON, A 400-FOOT-DEEP
CHANNEL CUT BY GLACIAL MELTWATER AND LATE MISSOULA FLOODS.

The massive northeast-southwest oriented ridge of Grayback Mountain was formerly
covered by pre-late Wisconsin glaciers when the ice extended to the Eloika Lake area. A
smear of till and rounded pebble gravels occur in pockets at the crest and on the flanks of
Grayback Mountain.
Turn around in the driveway (Peterson Lane) just past Rocky Gorge and return to
SR211.
(67.3) Turn left and proceed north on SR 211 towards Davis Lake and Rolling Stop
#7A.
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The large sand and gravel pit on the west side of SR 211 just north of the Rocky Gorge
Road contains flood gravels that locally form south-directed foreset beds about 15 feet
(4.6 m) tall. Thus current directions here were southward. The mid-channel flood bar
deposit here is at least 30 feet (9 m) thick. The fieldtrip route continues to "swim"
upstream against the flood current towards the narrow bedrock gap by Davis Lake. Along
the edge of the tall mountains and Baker Lake ( out-of-view from here) to the east is the
remnant of a late Wisconsin lateral moraine that correlates with the Sacheen Lake terminal
moraine. Topographically the moraine is located in a semi-protected location where high
energy Missoula Floods had little effect.
Rounded, elongated hills and bosses of rock on the south end of the lake are glacial features
known as whalebacks or roche mountonees (Fig. 15). The surfaces of these features are
glacially smoothed. Whether any still retain glacial polish is unknown. Exposure to
weathering for long periods of time might still preserve the general shape of glacial
landforms but will usually obliterate such detailed features as glacial polish.

"'

FIGURE 15. DAVIS LAKE WHALEBACK.

Excellent exposures of bedrock occur along the east edge of the lake along the SR 211
roadway where a wide transitional contact occurs between the Silver Point pluton near the
south end and the very resistant to erosion and weathering metamorphosed rocks on the
north end. This mixed zone that at the late stage of formation included a mixture of magma
veins and chunks of detached country rocks after solidification is called a migmatite. This
is the same resistant bedrock ridge that makes up Grayback Mountain and the rocks that we
visited at Rocky Gorge (Stop #7). Miller (1974) believes that the metamorphosed rock was
originally mostly the quartz-rich Prichard Formation of Precambrian age.
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ROLLING STOP #7A. DAVIS LAKE. (Sacheen Lake quad.)
A high, resistant ridge of metamorphosed Belt rock and Silver Point Quartz Monzonite (a
granite-like rock) on the north end of Davis Lake (elev. 2178 ft; 664 m) has been breached
by glaciers and later impacted by the south-flowing Missoula floods from the Pend Oreille
River Valley. The north end of Davis Lake drops off precipitously to a 146-foot depth (45
m) into an elongated basin (Fig. 16). The narrow gap and the shape of the lake bottom
appear to be mostly flood-caused rather than entirely glacially eroded. An east-west ridge
of resistant metamorphosed Belt Rock and Silver Point Quartz Monzonite (a granite-like
rock) lies athwart of the north end of Davis Lake and does not show clear signs of
modification by either glaciers or floods although both have impacted the ridge. A closed
depression on the west end by Law Lake appears to be current caused and has been scoured
by floods. Likely the water gap at the north end of the Davis Lake basin was initially
breached by glaciers and later impacted by the south-flowing Missoula Floods from the
Pend Oreille River Valley.
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DAVIS LAKE - PENO ORIELLE COUNTY
T 32 N - R 44 E- Sec. 31
T 31 N- R 44 E- Sec 6
152.2 Surface Acres
Surv. Jan. 1949- State Department of Game
Volume - 12,622 Acre Feet
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FIGURE 16. BATHYMETRIC MAP OF DAVIS LAKE (WOLCOTT, 1973).
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Entering the Davis Creek drainage, continue north on SR 211 towards Usk (Cusick
7.5' quad.).

Glacial Lake Clark sediments interbedded with repetitive flood sediments partly fill the
Calispell Lake-Pend Oreille Valley. Thus Missoula Floods flowed into a standing lake in
the Pend Oreille River Valley. Lake deposits occur in a terrace up to an elevation of about
2200 feet (670 m) and locally overlie late Wisconsin till and outwash. Elsewhere in the
basin the higher rounded hills are overlain by till
The road drops down from the Pleistocene (Ice Age) glacial Lake Clark sediments onto a
lower surface. A post-Pleistocene to perhaps mid-Holocene lake likely occupied this lower
area as the temporary base levels to the north at Box Canyon and/or Z Canyon were
lowered by erosion. Sometime following deposition of a Mazama Ash layer about 6800
radiocarbon years ago, large river floods inundated the Pend Oreille River Valley and
especially the wide area of the valley here known as the Calispell Basin (Stradling and
others, 2000). Some of these river floods raised water levels to, or nearly to, the levels of
the Holocene lakes that helped build a number of beach areas and lake spits (projections of
deposits from a lake or ocean shoreline) to an elevation around 2060' (628 m).
Prior to construction of Albeni Falls Dam upstream in Idaho and Box Canyon Dam
downstream (north) in the Pend Oreille River Valley, severe flooding of the valley
occurred frequently causing water to flow back into the Calispell Lake area along these low
areas. The low scour channel areas such as the one in the hay meadow along the roadway
became a settling area for floodwater. Exceptionally large historic floods occurred in
1894, 1916, and 1948 when water levels reached to the eaves of houses in both Usk and '
Cusick. Some houses were swept away and destroyed. The 1996 spring runoff filled the
man-made reservoirs to capacity and dams had to spill water as fast as it came down the
river. Older residents still remember the devastating past floods and considerable sand
bagging was constructed around a number of stores and buildings during the flood threat of
1996. Had the runoffbeen slightly higher, major floods would have again inundated the
towns ofUsk and Cusick as well as structures since built in other flood-prone areas. Thus
the "smoothing" effect of delayed water release by dams on the Pend Oreille River will
prevent most, but not all seasonal floods.
Note the glacially striated decorative boulder on the west side of the road by the
driveway.

Such rocks (Fig. 17) when found in place usually verify that glaciers once covered an area
This rock has been moved to this position by the landowner.
This is a good place to view the Ponderay Newsprint mill, which is built on the site of an
important camas-processing site used by Native Americans for thousands of years. The
site was investigated under the direction ofWSU archaeologists from 1984 to 1987
(Stradling and others, 2000). Native Americans practiced extensive processing of camas
bulbs here as well as in other sites adjacent to the low flood-prone meadows in the
Calispell Basin
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FIGURE 17. STRIATED GLACIAL BOULDER ALONG SR 211 SOUTH OF USK.

(76.0) Intersection with SR 20/31, continue straight ahead across SR 20/31into Usk.

Its postmaster named the town in 1892 for a river in Wales named Usk. With the arrival of
the Idaho and Washington Railroad (IWRR) in 1909, lumber became a major employer
(Kirk and Alexander, 1990). Virgin white pine provided considerable employment until
the resource was decimated by overcutting and later the white pine blister rust. The
Diamond Match Co. operations from 1920 to 1961 literally turned old growth forests into
matchsticks. In addition to the Newsprint Mill, logging, work at Boundary Dam near the
Canadian border, mining oflead and zinc north of Metaline Falls near the Canadian border,
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and the Pend Oreille Valley Fiber mill here, very few other employment opportunities
currently exist in the Pend Oreille River Valley.

(76.3) Cross bridge over Pend Oreille River.
(76.4) Turn left (north) on Le Clerc Road.
Note the ridges and low swales parallel to the riverbanks. These are natural flood levees
constructed by the river when it overflows its banks. This low ridge traps Davis Creek to
the south causing it to flow two miles parallel to the Pend Oreille River before it manages
to cut across the levee and join the river. The technical name for such a stream trapped in
such a condition is a yazoo stream after the type example of the Yazoo River along the
lower Mississippi River. Note also the pilings from former times when large log rafts were
brought down the river to the mill and small tug boats and men in hob-nailed boots directed
the logs to the mill landing. Watch for Osprey nests on the pilings. Early transportation
was entirely by stemwheelers before the railroad and a road network was constructed.
Travel north of the Box Canyon rapids (about 36 miles north) by boat was impossible.
David Thompson, the amazing Canadian mapmaker, explored the area in 1809 and 1810.
During his 1810 exploration he was seeking a water route to the Columbia but turned back
when he saw the impassable Box Canyon rapids. The rich ores of the Metaline area could
not be economically developed until the railroad and later roads were punched through the
wilderness. The river here is dammed by Box Canyon Dam some 36 miles (58 km) to the
north. Normal pool elevation is 2031' (619 m).

Follow Le Clerc Road north to Manressa Grotto.
The field trip route enters the Kalispel Reservation immediately east of the bridge. The
Pend Oreille River, along with the Colville River in the next major valley to the west,
anomalously flow north the result of an apparent major reversal of flow direction that will
be discussed at our next stop. The broad wetland valley in this part of the Pend Oreille
River valley was noted for its abundant growth of camas, a major staple in the diets of local
Native Americans. The Salish word "kalispelum" refers to abundant camas and is the basis
for the tribal p.ame.
The low hills east ofLeClerc Road up to 2200-2300 feet (670-700 m) have a till cover
overlain by glacial Lake Clark sediments. Above the lake sediments the high mountain
divide due east has been glaciated up to 3600' (1100 m). Ice here was 1600 feet ( 490 m)
thick and rapidly thinned upriver and terminated near Newport. Downstream to the north
ice thickened (Carrara and others, 1995). An investigation of former ice elevations during
the summer of 1992 by Kiver and Stradling and Carrara and others ( 1995) Indicated that
ice was about a mile thick near the Canadian border. The low areas along the river to the
west of the road are Holocene-age lake deposits reworked by modem floods into alluvium
or stream deposits. Numerous scour channels formed during episodes of major postPleistocene river floods.
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Tribal headquarters is clustered around the historic Our Lady of Sorrows church. The
Catholic background here dates to the 1840s when Jesuit missionaries established a mission
in the valley. Friar Le Clerc was one of the early missionaries to work with the native
peoples. The missionaries moved on to Montana in 1854 but many of their followers later
returned to their homeland where the white settlers largely ignored them. President
Woodrow Wilson granted the Kalispel some 4,629 acres (1852 ha) for a reservation, one of
the last reservations established by the U.S. government. The tribe was very poor but
seems to have found a new economic gold mine with the establishment of a casino near
Spokane at Airway Heights!
Gibraltar Rock (2731 ft; 830 m), the prominent peak ahead, was overridden by ice. Cross
over Cee Cee Ah Creek. As previously described for Davis Creek, CCA is also a yazoo
stream, flowing north before being able to cross its natural levee to join the master stream.
Note the large rock fall boulders that have rolled down the steep face of Gibraltar Rock.
These conglomerate and sandstone boulders are derived from the Eocene-age Tiger
Formation that forms the Gibraltar Rock ridge.
(82.8) Turn right into picnic area by Manressa Grotto. LUNCH AND RESTROOM!
STOP #8. MANRESSA GROTTO AND TIGER FORMATION. (Jared Quad.) The
tall peak to the east is Gibraltar Rock, a segment of a large exposure of the Tiger
Formation. The Tiger Formation is a basin-fill deposit that contains thin to thick beds of
conglomerate, arkose, and siltstone with abundant carbonaceous material and locally plant
fossils that indicate an Eocene age, about 50 million years old (Miller, 1974; Gager, 1983;
Rhodes and others, 1989). The exposures here are in the arkosic (feldspar-rich)
conglomeratic phase (Fig. 18) with some arkosic sandstone. Pebble- to cobble-size clasts
of quartzite, argillite, siltite, volcanic, and dolomite rocks that make up the Tiger Formation
are derived from locally exposed Tertiary, Paleozoic and Precambrian Belt Supergroup
rocks. The Tiger occurs below 3500 feet (1070 m) elevation and lays unconformably over
the Eocene age Sanpoil Volcanics and a tilted section of Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks.
This site lies on the upper plate of the Newport Fault, a large slice of rock separated from
in-place crustal rocks along a thrust fault. The trace of the fault lies at the base of the
granitic mountains on the west side of the Pend Oreille Valley where its dip was measured
at about 30 degrees east (Miller, 1974).
Some interesting weathering patterns are present in the outcrops. Differential weathering
has produced local areas of honeycomb weathering and other features.
Much of the Pend Oreille River valley and particularly the basin to the southwest that
contains the remnants of Calispell Lake were once filled with much more extensive lakes
including Glacial Lake Clark during the Pleistocene, the surge of Missoula flood water that
formed temporary Lake Newport, and post-glacial and post Mazama river floods that
temporarily inundated the Calispell Basin here up to about 2080 feet (630 m), about 50 feet
(15 m) above the normal pool elevation of the Pend Oreille River here (2031 ft; 619 m). )
Completion of Box Canyon Dam in 1956 raised the normal river level 4 feet (1.2 m) in this
part of the valley, inundating some important Native American sites.
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FIGURE 18. TIGER FORMATION IN ROCKFALL BOULDER AT MANRESSA
GROTTO.
The river level here is controlled by Box Canyon Dam located downstream in a narrow
bedrock canyon about 25 miles ( 40 km) to the north. Pleistocene-age lake sediments that
locally bury glacial till and outwash in the lower part of the valley cover extensive areas to
the north. Deposits of the early to mid-Holocene lake overlie the Pleistocene sediments in
the lower part of the valley in the Calispell Basin. Holocene age river floods have mostly
reworked the sedimentary materials below 2080 feet (635 m). Recent flood channels and
alluvium (stream deposits) record recent river flooding. Deposits of Missoula floods are
recorded in Glacial Lake Clark deposits as interbedded layers of coarse graded and beds
(rhythmites). Later subaerial Missoula floods occurring after the high lake level was
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greatly reduced formed very coarse-grained gravel bars including the Cooks Mountain
pendant bar that will be visited later on the field trip.
Waves on glacial Lake Clark etched into the soft cliffs of the Tiger Formation Wave
action was more effective on the east side of the valley because of the long fetch from the
prevailing westerly winds. Manressa Grotto (elev. 2120 ft; 646 m) (Fig. 19) was eroded
along weak zones in the Tiger Formation and hollowed out by waves when the lake level
maintained a consistent level for an extended period. The elevation of the stillstand of the
lake that cut Manressa Grotto was below 2160 feet (659 m), the elevation of the bedrock
shoulder at Box Canyon. The more prolonged stand of the lake coincided with the
excavation of the large grotto above the parking lot by waves. Lake levels lowered as the
Box Canyon gorge was deepened.

FIGURE 19. VIEW OF MANRESSA GROTTO, ERODED INTO THE TIGER
FORMATION BY WAVE ACTION ON LATE PLEISTOCENE GLACIAL LAKE
CLARK OR PERHAPS AN EARLY HOWCENE LAKE.
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Native Americans used the grotto for religious ceremonies and perhaps for a shelter on
hunting and gathering excursions. Digging sticks were often sharpened here as they
prepared to gather roots and bulbs for food preparation. Members of nearby Native
American villages likely used the grotto. The area between present-day Newport and Jared
is the heart of the Kalispel traditional lands where most of the tribal members would spend
their winters. Their traditional lands extended along the Pend Oreille and Clark Fork rivers
from British Columbia to part of what is now the Flathead Reservation in northwest
Montana where some of the Kalispel still live today.
During the last 6800 (radiocarbon) years wetter, more extreme climates produced frequent
river flooding that inundated this part of the Pend Oreille Valley up to as high as 2100 feet
(640 m) elevation. During these brief episodes of flooding beaches and small spits were
formed in the temporary lake. These higher features are known as "sandy landforms" and
became the sites of camas processing by Native Americans and later the settler's
farmhouses and ranch buildings because they were never completely inundated by spring
floods. The Calispell Basin and Calispell Lake received excess water during these flood
events. However, reduction in lake level occurred when early settlers partially drained
Calispell Lake for production of hay for livestock.
The anomalous path of the north-flowing Pend Oreille River has long been recognized but
never completely understood. The major tributary valleys to the Pend Oreille River join
the main valley at acute angles oriented to the south and the valley becomes much
narrower downstream to the north, apparent signs of a complete reversal of direction!
Connors (1976) suggests that a stagnant mass of glacial ice in the Calispell Basin forced
waters to flow north towards the retreating glacier. The deflected stream maintained this '
position long enough to excavate a channel that allowed post-glacial drainage to follow the
same path. However, no evidence of stagnant ice is known in the Calispell Basin or
elsewhere in the Pend Oreille Valley.
Field mapping by Kiver and Stradling led to the hypothesis that crustal downwarp by
glacial load had enabled the river to acquire a northerly route. While ice plugged the north
end of the Pend Oreille River valley (Flint, 1936) and the crust was still depressed from its
former load of thick ice, glacial Lake Clark continued to occupy the valley. When the
glacier retreated north of the International border, water found a path westward over thick
glacial deposits into the Columbia River Valley. Downcutting of the Pend Oreille River
across the thick glacial sediments allowed the river to be superposed into the hard rock
below along its present course. Spectacular canyons were cut across resistant rocks at Box
Canyon area and farther north near Canada in Z Canyon. Prior to completion of Boundary
Dam near the Canadian border in 1968, the entire Pend Oreille River flowed through Z
Canyon, an incredibly narrow slot a mere 18 feet (5.5 m) wide! Current research by Rick
Orndorff and Ted Doughty of EWU is examining evidence of the isostatic rebound history
of the Pend Oreille Valley.
Return to Le Clerc County Road and retrace the fieldtrip route south to Usk (Cusick
Quad.).
(89.1) Continue straight through Usk.
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(89.8) Turn left (south) onto SR 20. Continue past the newsprint plant and turn right
(west) on Jared Road.
The Ponderay Newsprint plant is constructed on an important sandy landform (beach) that
formed during the last few thousand years and was used extensively by Native Americans
for processing the extensive fields of camas that grow in the valley. The site was studied
intensely by archaeologists and geologists from 1984 through 1987 (Stradling and others,
2000). The camas bulbs were an important staple in the diets ofNative Americans in this
area. The low hills behind the plant have Glacial Lake Clark sediments overlying late
Wisconsin till and a sandy glacial outwash beneath.
Near the entrance to the Newsprint plant are the remnants of a canal constructed during the
1930s to direct Calispell Creek to irrigate farmland The project was unsuccessful but
remnants of this hand-constructed canal occur around the southeast side of the Calispell
Lake basin. The field trip route will pass along the canal remnants in a few minutes.

(91.6) Turn right onto Jared Road.
Note the silt and clay deposits of Glacial Lake Clark on the comer as we tum onto Jared
Road.

Continue west on Jared Road.
(92.3) Cross SR 211.
Note the old farmstead built on a sandy landform. Those who built structures lower in the
valley including the towns of Cusick and Usk quickly learned that they were extremely
vulnerable to river floods. The Native Americans originally used most of these higher
surfaces for ca.mas processing. Almost all of the sandy landforms have carbon-rich soils
where fire pits were dug to cook the camas bulbs.
Note the prominent natural levee on the right (north) that formed when flood stage was
exceeded and water flooded back towards Calispell Lake. When water crests over its banks
it spreads and slows and therefore deposits fine sediments that form a topographic ridge or
natural levee. The seasonally wet meadows still produce an excellent crop of camas during
the spring (usually May) later followed by hay, the major modern crop in the valley.
Whether potatoes or other crops could have been grown in this climate and in the poor
clay-rich soils and high water table conditions as the farmers hoped during the 1930s is
questionable.

(93.0} Continue straight ahead onto Bennett Road. Do not turn onto Jared Road,
which turns sharply to the right (north).
Calispell Lake to the west is a shallow (deepest is waist deep) body of water that is an
extremely important wildlife resource. The road follows along the Calispell Canal, the
failed engineering project of the 1930s. The poor soils and the depression brought hard
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times to the valley. A 7-mile-long (11-kilometer-long) federal canal project furnished
some employment to the local farmers and unemployed loggers dwing the Depression.
Work was restricted to 15 hours/week/family in order to spread the income around. The
canal was lined with rock and packed clay in most areas. When the first water was turned
into the canal one of the unlined sections of canal failed, which flooded the meadows that
they hoped to drain! By this time the economy had improved, jobs were more plentiful in
logging and mining, and the project was abandoned.
The road continues over another sandy landform that again contains areas of charcoal
concentrate. The low hills to the east locally have lacustrine and till-sediment cover.
(96.0) Stop along Bennett Road just before reaching the intersection with West Side
Calispell Lake Road to view Glacial Lake Clark clayey silt beds at STOP #9.
STOP #9, GLACIAL LAKE CLARK SEDIMENTS.

The sediments here are best examined during the late spring when they are not highly water
saturated but still retain enough water to be plastic. The last layers in Glacial Lake Clark
lack evidence for pulses of Missoula Flood entering the Pend Oreille Valley. Presumably,
the Purcell Trench lobe that dammed the Clark Fork River had retreated northward of the
confluence spelling the end to glacial Lake Missoula and catastrophic flooding into the
Pend Oreille Valley.
(96.1) Turn right (west) onto West Side Calispell Lake Road and proceed around the
southern end of Calispell Lake.
'

Note the continuation of the Calispell Lake Canal along the road and abundant lacustrine
sediments. Note also that clayey sediments are unstable when near saturation and can
mobilize and flow, especially where road construction has created steep slopes. The
County has placed rip rap (large cobbles and boulders) on the lower slopes in an attempt to
stabilize the slope.
(96.8) Stop along the road just above the farm buildings located on another sandy
landform to examine an exposure of till at STOP #10.
STOP #10. LATE WISCONSIN TILL

The till here underlies the lake sediments and is very clay rich. Ice flowed southward into
the Calispell Lake Basin and squeezed through the gap between Grayback Mountain on the
east and the mountain slopes on the west by Power Lake towards Rocky Gorge and STOP
#7 where we were earlier in the day.
Continue west on West Side Calispell Lake Road. The road crosses over the 1930s
canal and then over the South Fork of Calispell Creek.
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(97.8) Turn around at the intersection of Power Lake Road. Retrace route to
Bennett Road and continue eastward on West Side Calispell Lake Road.
(100.9) Cross SR 211 and continue eastward towards SR 20.
The road traverses across Glacial Lake Clark sediments overlying outwash gravel and till.
Just east of SR 211 the road ascends the slopes of a till-covered hill and then descends
eastward toward the Pend Oreille River near the settlement of Dalkena.
(103.0) Intersection with SR 20. Turn right (south) onto SR 20 towards Newport.
The town ofDalkena is a ghost of its former prominence. It was a major railway depot in
the 1930s and the home of a huge lumber mill until overcutting had exhausted the forest
resource and the lumber industry moved on to other locations. Henry Dalton and Hugh
Kennedy built the mill and renamed the hamlet Dalkena utilizing parts of their last names.
The great fire of 1910 destroyed much of the remaining forest and the town. The town has
never recovered from the economic setbacks.
The road follows between the old I&W rail line and the Pend Oreille River. The huge Pend
Oreille Fault is exposed in the granitic and metamorphic rock hills to the south of the road.
Late Wisconsin (Fraser age) ice thickness reduced to about 1300 feet at Dalkena along the
Pend Oreille River and thinned towards Newport. The upper elevations of the ice are
clearly recorded on the north side of the valley by a series of lakes impounded by a large
outwash or kame terrace that formed along the margins of the glacier. The terrace
sediments gently slope downward in the upvalley direction towards Newport. Bead,
Marshall, Shearer, and Freeman Lakes are dammed at progressively lower elevations
towards Newport. The prominent kame terrace was mostly if not entirely overridden by
Missoula floodwater and experienced reworking of at least some of the surface gravels.
With the exception of seasonal overflow from Marshall Lake, these lakes lack overland
overflow. Lake water seeps into a groundwater escape route through the porous sediments
overlying fine-grained impermeable sediments. These waters appear as springs along the
valley walls near the river.
South of the river prominent lateral and terminal moraines near Baker Lake, Mountain
Meadows Lake, and Saddle Mountain mark the upper elevation of the ice. Mountain
Meadow Lake along Deeter Road is a moraine lake that sits in a basin enclosed on the
south side by a textbook example of a terminal moraine. A side trip to view the morainedammed lake and the moraine ridges is highly recommended. Ice surface elevation here
was at least 3300 feet (1000 m), at least 1300 feet (400 m) above the pool elevation in the
Pend Oreille Valley. The prominent moraines are in locations that were protected from the
full brunt of the Missoula Floods that raced into the valley during the later Wisconsin age
ice-dam failures.
(104.8) Intersection with Deeter Road. Continue straight on US 20.
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An excellent exposure in an inactive gravel pit along Deeter Road shows that glacial lake
sediments overlie till and outwash gravels. The bedrock face is highly polished and
striated. The base of a glacier is highly charged with debris that acts like a rasp working on
the other enclosed clasts and the bedrock floor of the valley beneath the glacier abrading,
scratching, gouging, and smoothing the surfaces.
Furport is located across the river on the north side just east of the prominent Belt Rock
outcrop (Revett and St. Regis Formations; Miller, 1974) known as Furport Hill. Rancher
Joseph Grover named the settlement in 1924. Grover raised rabbits and muskrats for their
furs.
Saddle Mountain to the south has well preserved moraines marking the upper limit of late
Wisconsin glaciers at about 3000 feet (915 m) elevation.

(108.0; Milepost 341) Cross the Pend Oreille Valley Railroad tracks.
The road climbs onto the surface of a huge pendant bar (upper elevation 2350 ft; 115 m)
that formed on the lee (west) side of Cooks Mountain (Fig. 20). A steep grade in 1.5 miles
(2.4 km) leads up the down current (west) end of a second, higher pendant bar (Newport
7. 5' Quadrangle) built on top of the larger bar. A large sand and gravel operation is mining
the flood-deposited gravels.

(110.1; Milepost 433) Carefully turn across traffic into the wide area on the north
side of the road by the gravel exposure for STOP #11.
STOP #11. COOKS MOUNTAIN PENDANT BAR. (Newport Quad.)
The Cooks Mountain pendant bar is composed of gravels that are now being quarried for
road building and construction. Unlike the lacustrine flood sands and Glacial Lake Clark
sediments, these are high energy deposits laid down subaerially following the lowering of
Glacial Lake Clark. The bar is encroaching upon a variety of other sediments as the
torrential floodwater deposited the gravels downstream from Cooks Mountain. The base of
the bar is at an elevation of 2140 feet (650 m) and the upper surface is about 2350 feet (715
m).
In the development of pendant bars, floodwater tends to remove part of the topset beds and
transport the material downstream where gravels avalanche down the end leaving steeply
inclined foreset beds.
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FIGURE 20. DEM OF COOKS MOUNTAIN PENDANT BAR.
Continue east on SR 20 / 31 to Newport.
Cooks Mountain (elev. 3344 ft; 1020 m) is composed of Precambrian Belt rock (Pritchard
Formation) and has thin smears of till on the north side up to 2800 feet (850 m). The
Newport Fault is on the south side of the mountain and is marked by a broad zone of rock
highly fractured during the fault movement process that occurred some 50 Ma. Such
dynamic fracturing in a fault zone produces a cataclastic texture.
The Observation Point where the road swings to the southeast did have a good view of the
huge kame terrace complex described earlier that blocks individual tributary valleys to
form Bead, Marshall, Shearer, and Freeman lakes. A large landslide across the river
occupied by houses and Pioneer Park is located just north of the river along the edge of the
kame terrace. The trees have grown too large now to permit good viewing. Groundwater
moves laterally along an impermeable layer of till and/or lake sediment and emerges at the
terrace edge as springs which contribute strongly to slope instability. A series of landslides
continues along the terrace edge for 1.7 miles (2.7 km) to Langell Canyon across from
Newport.
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The road continues over very late Wisconsin flood and Holocene age river surfaces cut
below a higher, more extensive Missoula Flood surface that dominates the Diamond Lake
basin and the flood paths southeast of Newport along the Blanchard spillway.
(114.0) Turn right in Newport (west) onto US 2 towards Spokane.
Newport is the county seat for Pend Oreille County. The first dock along the river was
constructed here to accommodate the first steamboat placed in operation in 1890. The
name Pend Oreille comes from the French pendant d'oreille meaning earring. Native
Americans here did not apparently follow such a custom so that why the term was applied
here is unclear. The original site of Newport was east of the river in Idaho. When the
Great Northern Railway laid track through the area a boxcar was used as the depot When
it burned, a new depot was constructed west of the river in Washington. Postal authorities
officially explained the change that "Newport, Idaho, moved 3,175 feet (970 m) to
Newport, Washington"! The original Idaho part of the town is now called Oldtown (Kirk
and Alexander, 1990). Both Great Northern (later Burlington Northern) and Idaho and
Washington Railroad (IWRR) (later Chicago Milwaukee St. Paul and Pacific and then
Burlington Northern) depots are located in Newport. The old Idaho and Washington depot
is now the historical museum. By 1907 the IWRR had connected with the main line in
Idaho and by 1910 extended to Metalline Falls near the Canadian border.
A study was funded by the Washington legislature in the 1920s and strongly supported by
the Spokane establishment to study the feasibility of using the Pend Oreille River water for
the Columbia Basin Irrigation Project instead of water from the Columbia Rover at the
head of the Grand Coulee. Gravity flow would divert water from the Clark Fork and Pend
Oreille rivers through a 130-mile (208-km) long series of canals, siphons, and tunnels. The
designation of the Grand Coulee project in the early 1930s by the federal government ended
the controversy.
South of Cooks Mountain the road enters the Diamond Lake flood spillway where
Missoula floodwaters ponded in the basin (Lake Newport) and spilled through the outlet
passes described earlier at Rogers Pass, Bare Mountain, Camden Gap, and the Scotia
Canyon. The sediment forms a pendant bar oriented to the west. The deposit is mostly a
sandy gravel, with clasts mostly of pebble size.
(126.3) Intersection with Cty 211, end of field trip.
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